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Abstract

This paper describes research aimed at creating intelligent
video recommendation engines for broadband media ser-
vices in digital homes. The aim of our research is to harness
physiological signals to characterise people’s video selec-
tion preferences which we plan to integrate into new gen-
erations of video recommendation engines. We describe
an initial experiment aimed at determining whether videos
produce useable variations in physiology and linking these
with emotional changes elicited by video material. We
discuss our results and consider the possibility of utilising
physiological sensing methods to build profiles that can be
treated as signatures. Finally, we conclude by describing
the future directions of our work.

1 Introduction

It has been proven that the “cognitive as well as the emo-
tional state of a human is manifested in specific physiolog-
ical reactions controlled by the autonomic nervous system”
[12]. In this study we recorded physiological responses of
human subjects to film material over time. By using affec-
tive computing techniques, we aim to show that there exists
a very strong correlation between biophysical responses of
different subjects with similar emotional responses to the
same material. In that way, it becomes possible to create
personalised signatures that encapsulate people’s emotional
response to film. By comparing these signatures, we can
characterise people’s video selection preferences, improve
the performance of recommender systems and create meth-
ods for automated video analysis/highlight extraction. In
the following sections we present an overview of affective
computing techniques that utilise physiology. The experi-
mental setup is described and results analysed. Finally, di-
rections for future work are outlined.

2 Background

The most widely used techniques in affect recognition in-
volve facial expressions and body gestures [3][17], speech
[1][4], physiology [10][11] or a combination of multiple
modalities.
Affect recognition methods based on physiological signals
have been widely researched and offer some advantages

when compared to alternative techniques. They are well-
suited for realtime use [10] and can recognise a plethora
of distinct emotion classes. The only requirement is the
use of a biophysical sensor which is usually small and non-
intrusive. This means that the subject can completely forget
about the sensor and concentrate on the task or experiment
at hand. The nature of the signals also implies that the sys-
tem is immune to noise and that the subject is free to move
around and conduct his daily activities, which is important
when trying to operate in a realistic situation. Finally, bio-
physical signals can not easily be faked and provide a very
accurate stream of information [2].
In [7], Lang proposes that all emotions can be described in
terms of arousal (degree of excitement) and valence (neg-
ative/positive emotion). In [14] we learn that there exists
a link between physiological signals and arousal/valence
since the activation of the automatic nervous system
changes while emotions are elicited. The way this link
is manifested is with skin resistance reliably indicating
arousal [13] and heart-rate indicating valence [5]. Many
affective computing projects that utilise biophysical signals
are focused on discrete classifications of emotion. The the-
oretical model that makes this possible is frequently that
proposed by Russel in [15]. It is a two dimensional projec-
tion of common emotional states on the arousal and valence
dimensions (See Figure 1 for some common emotions pro-
jected onto the map).
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Figure 1: 2d Arousal-Valence Map

In practice, machine learning algorithms are used for learn-
ing and classification [11]. The human subjects are usually
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shown a combination of pictures (frequently from the In-
ternational Affective Picture System [8]) and video mate-
rial that is designed to elicit particular emotional responses.
Biophysical measurements are taken and the subjects are
asked to self-report on their emotional state. After a train-
ing phase, the classifier is ready to separate between the
emotional states investigated. This approach has been suc-
cessful but it is focused on recognition of discrete emotions
and does not take into account the time dimension. More-
over, when video material is used as means to elicit emo-
tion, emphasis is placed on short clips that are designed to
elicit specific emotions. No attempts have been made to
track correlations between highlights in video and biophys-
ical responses and, in addition, profiles that model these
correlations have not been built. Nevertheless, the success
of this approach in detecting specific emotions from phys-
iology provides us with the necessary foundation required
to explore these relationships and track them over time.
In [16] the authors conducted an experiment to study the
relationship between emotions and learning. As part of
the experiment, the skin resistance of a human subject was
recorded over time and taken as a measure of arousal. The
experiment was composed of several learning sessions and
one TV session where the subject watched video material
while biophysical measurements were recorded. It was
found that when the participant was learning, the arousal
was usually moderate and remained relatively stable but
during the TV session the arousal varied greatly. These re-
sults are encouraging as they seem to indicate that changes
in arousal caused by a TV programme are manifested in
the skin resistance measurements. This is not further re-
searched since emphasis is placed on the relationship of
learning to different emotional states.
Finally, in [6] and [5] the authors present a framework that
automatically creates emotional profiles from video mate-
rial. The profiles are based on the expected response of the
video and are generated from video features such as sound
intensity and shot length that are correlated with arousal and
valence. One of the consequences of using features present
in the video to extrapolate arousal and valence is that the re-
sulting profiles are not personalised since they only capture
expected responses of viewers. Nevertheless, Hanjalic et
al discuss how they successfully used their framework for
“highlight extraction” and propose its application to person-
alised recommendations.

3 Experiment

3.1 Sensor

The physiological sensor used for the experiment was the
eXperimental Vital-sign-based Emotional State Transmit-
ter (XVEST) as described in [10] and [16]. It is a biosen-
sor that uses a fingerclip to sample blood volume pressure
(BVP), heart rate (HR) and skin resistance (SR). Moreover,
the sensor is small and not very intrusive. There was no
discomfort or distraction reported by any of the subjects.
Custom software was used to capture these signals in real-
time at 14Hz sampling rate, timestamping and storing each

reading.

3.2 Subjects and Video Material

Following a similar approach to [11], three twenty minute
video clips extracted from full length hollywood feature
films were used. The first is a highly intense comedy
clip from the film Four Rooms (1995). The second is
an action sequence taken from Heat (1995). Finally, the
third is a highly suspenseful sequence from 28 Weeks Later
(2007). Physiological measurements were recorded from
seven subjects from culturally diverse backgrounds, all be-
ing postgraduate students at the University of Essex. Their
age, sex and emotional state prior to the experiment are
summarised in Table 1. Almost half of the subjects were
stressed because University examinations were taking place
at the time. The rest did not have similar sources of distress
and described their emotional state as positive or normal.

Subject Sex Age Emotional State
1 Female 25 Very Positive
2 Female 23 Very Positive
3 Male 25 Normal
4 Male 28 Extremely Stressed
5 Female 30 Normal
6 Female 25 Stressed
7 Male 27 Stressed

Table 1: Human Subjects

3.3 Procedure

The experimental procedure was the same for all subjects.
Everyone was asked to wash their hands and were then con-
nected to the physiological sensor and encouraged to relax
and immerse themselves in the movie. An initial period of
two minutes, defined as relaxation period, was used to col-
lect physiological readings that were used for setting the
norm. The clip was then started, and the researcher exited
the room. On conclusion of the clip, the researcher entered
the room, stopped signal capturing and conducted a short
interview with the subject about the clip watched. The sub-
jects explained their reaction to the video clip with an em-
phasis on discovering how the highlights in film matched
periods of perceived emotional intensity.

3.4 Results

In this section, experimental results for skin resistance are
presented. The average skin resistance recorded during the
relaxation period is used to normalise all subsequent read-
ings according to the formula used in [11]:

normalizedSR =
rawSR − relaxSR

relaxSR
. (1)

Subjects 1 and 2 were in a very positive frame of mind be-
fore the experiment and found the comedy clip extremely
amusing. This is reflected in the results as an overall rise or
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stable skin resistance with sharp drops to indicate periods
of extreme amusement, laughter. Normalised SR graphs for
Subjects 1 and 2 are presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Al-
though the subjects come from completely different cultural
backgrounds and have not previously seen the comedy clip,
they display very similar responses to it. The clip builds
up emotionally after the middle and the most emotionally
active parts of the clip can be matched with the biophysical
responses exhibited in an accurate way. Visually, this can
be seen in Figures 2 and 3 as sudden drops in SR around
samples 10000 and 15000 which correspond to the afore-
mentioned emotionally stimulating parts of the clip.

Figure 2: Normalised SR for subject-1 during comedy clip

Figure 3: Normalised SR for subject-2 during comedy clip

Moreover, both subjects demonstrated extremely high SR
values (above 1000) compared to the others. This might be
explained by their relaxed and stress-free emotional state
prior to the experiment. Raw SR values for the same clip
are presented in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Similarly, subjects 3 and 7 exhibited promising results for
the action clip. The normalized SR graphs are presented in
Figure 6 and Figure 7. Subject 3 was familiar with the clip
as he had watched the movie many times in the past. On
the other hand subject 7 was not familiar with the clip and
found it exciting. The striking similarities in their biophys-
ical response, even though the subjects come from com-
pletely different cultural backgrounds, seem to support the

Figure 4: Raw SR for subject-1 during comedy clip

Figure 5: Raw SR for subject-2 during comedy clip

feasibility of emotional profiling over time. In detail, the
two graphs are almost identical in the way the variations
were exhibited. Sudden drops in skin resistance manifested
themselves in the same place on the time axis and were of
approximately the same duration. The only difference is the
magnitude of the variations, with subject 3 showing dimin-
ished SR changes whilst subject 7 showing increased SR
changes. This seems to be consistent with their previous
experience of the clip, subject 3 having seen it before.

Figure 6: Normalised SR for subject-3 during action clip

The rest of the subjects showed no meaningful variations
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Figure 7: Normalised SR for subject-7 during action clip

in the physiological data collected across all video clips.
Most were under extreme stress and they could not relax
and immerse themselves in the movies. Skin resistance was
extremely low for all. Subject 5 provides us with a typi-
cal biophysical response seen in Figure 8 and Figure 9 that
indicates complete disassociation from the video material.
That particular subject also had problems with the English
language spoken in the clip. Although subtitles were pro-
vided, it was very hard for her to quickly read them and
keep track of the movie. The end result was that the clip
had no emotional impact on her and this is reflected in the
graphs.

Figure 8: Normalised SR for subject-5 during comedy clip

4 Conclusions & Future Work

The results seem to support the hypothesis that physiolog-
ical responses can be used to correlate the emotional re-
sponses of humans to video material. Whilst these are only
preliminary findings and need more exhaustive investiga-
tion, we find them sufficiently heartening to encourage us
to continue this research. In particular, the similarities in
biophysical response (SR) between subjects who found the
clips interesting and emotionally stimulating can be used as
the basis of further research into profile building. In sum-
mary the results from our experiments indicate:

Figure 9: Raw SR for subject-5 during comedy clip

• Subjects that had similar emotional responses to the
same material exhibited similar biophysical responses
in terms of SR

• An overall stable/rising skin resistance could indicate
a film that is relaxing or uplifting or amusing

• An overall falling skin resistance could indicate bore-
dom or disassociation from projected material

• The emotional impact in terms of arousal of a video
clip can be measured by the number and intensity of
variations in skin resistance

• It is possible to accurately match intense variations in
skin resistance with periods of intense emotional ac-
tivity in video

• Normalisation of skin resistance with an average value
obtained during a relaxation period is a promising ap-
proach towards building arousal profiles for different
subjects

Although the experimental results are promising, they need
to be validated with new experiments that utilise a larger
set of subjects. In addition, more formally constructed
samples, based on the Affect Intensity Measure (AIM) test
[9], for determining a person’s emotional state prior to the
experiment will be integrated into the new experimental
phase. Most importantly, consistency with biophysical re-
sponses for subjects that were stimulated by the same clip
needs to be more thoroughly demonstrated and the impor-
tance of additional biophysical signals such as heart rate
and temperature needs to be investigated.
The longer term aim is to integrate this mechanism with a
video recommendation engine with the view of increasing
the quality of recommendations, but this work will remain
to be done until we have developed a reliable system for
correlating physiological responses to emotional reaction
to video. Clearly, this is an ambitious vision, with much
work to be completed and we look forward to reporting out
findings at the various stages of our research.
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